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Balenciaga 2012 new Arena Creased Leather Shoes 2013-12-08 22:50:11 famous French fashion brand Balenciaga (Balenciaga)
's ; Arena series of shoes has been talked about the trend of the majority of people, it a collection of high-end fashion and sports as
one of the design is to meet the taste of today's fashion, and recently, Balenciaga also released a whole new generation of ; Arena
shoes, this pair of ; Arena Creased Leather Sneakers set to create the black soul , revealing a wave of tough atmosphere, wild
styling believe will get the favor of many domestic and international trend of people.
; ; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - brand observation] in Eric Avar design KOBE 8 SYSTEM before, Bryant told him that he was eager
to have a pair of low-cut basketball shoes, the shoes can be his part of the feet, and can quickly adapt to his style of play. 

After the adoption of Bryant's comments, Eric and design team for the first time in basketball shoes innovative woven mesh material -
Nike Engineered Mesh (Nike engineering mesh). Shoes 90% full coverage to create a mesh material bonded Jiaogan, the ultimate
lightweight and breathable 360-degree, but also provides all the flexibility required to bend the foot. 
Kobe Prelude VIII retain these performance advantages, while incorporating the aesthetics of contemporary art. 
Kobe Prelude VIII heel with a mirror polishing, vividly presented "Reflections" theme. Bryant's twists and turns of the season, when he
spent a considerable amount of time thinking:??? He is in what position, where he has been where he can go beyond their own 

In contemporary art style as the carrier, the Nike design team through a mixture of neon shades of color chromium, show modern
design and technology. 
Kobe Prelude Pack series with eight Bryant signature edition sneakers for the bright spot, the interpretation of the legendary Bryant
most representative classic moments behind. Eight revolutionary art movement corresponds to an important moment in Bryant's
career and collide with the integration, remodeling 8 Bryant signature edition sneakers. 
KOBE Prelude Pack will be available in limited edition Nike Store and select retailers within North America and Greater China
region. The Kobe Prelude VIII as Kobe Prelude Pack series, the last pair of shoes, will be officially listed on January 25, 2014
Saturday. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partner: shoes famous network ;
global fashion brand network ; China Garment Network.)
Not only the annual July 4 US Independence Day, it is the major brands scenery day, early in the year we will have to build on this
theme in different shoes, in order to have gained a place in the market. Recently with its classic shoes PUMA Basket and Star
modeled choose Stars and Stripes element rendering vamp overall, while three pairs of solid red, white and blue shoes, it is allowed
to breath obvious theme. It is reported that the series of shoes will gradually ascend from June 5 stores sell, and interested friends
might concern you.

Nike KD 6 "wheat" new color debut 2013-12-08 23:45:32
The wheat-colored Nike KD 6 is not to make you think of the Air Zoom Generation? Beautiful tanned leather work boots with laces
common metal buckle, heel Logo Durant also particularly strong car with decorative stitching, mix and match styles to fashion sense
burst table. Specific release information is still unknown, SIZE shoes newspaper will continue to focus. 
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Nike SB Lunar One Shot Two new colors to be on sale 2014-02-24 21:00:15
Nike's skateboarding Nike SB branch recently launched a grand whole new generation of revolutionary skateboard shoes - ; Lunar
One Shot, shoes are designed to cater to the needs of famous skateboarder Sean Malto, and Shane O'Neill to minimalist exterior
design oriented tone, durable fabric called Hyperscreen build shoes, I light it has great abrasion resistance; in addition, Lunarlon
cushioning technology to create the outsole also provides skaters comfortable foot feeling experience. Recently, two new color of ; ;
Lunar One Shot exposure on the network, it is learned that the two colors will also be starting next year January 4 and designated
counters in the major Nike shops for sale, you can look skateboarders !
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] May 4, Reuters reported that Adidas an important investor said, because the company
failed to narrow and competitor market share gap Nike, Adidas shareholders may reject support management.
Ingo Speich 
Union Investment fund manager told the "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung", ��ϴ�˹ failed to narrow the gap with Nike, he lost



confidence in the company's management. 
"Even in Germany, in the European market, Nike is also wrest market share from Adidas hands." 
Adidas holds 0.89% stake, ranked tenth largest shareholder of a fund investors said Adidas Annual General Meeting on May 8 will
be held on, investors may not be customary for management action to give recognition. 
"Nike over Adidas positive, in this case, it is difficult to understand why the Supervisory Board will also CEO Herbert? Heiner
(Herbert Hainer) contract extension for two years." 
Adidas March it was announced that Heiner's term of office ends in March 2017. 
Speich said that if management does not change, Adidas 2015 target unrealistic. 
Adidas shares fell to a year low last month, but its 2015 sales target of 17 billion euros ($ 23.4 billion), operating margin target of
11%. Taking into account the 2014 operating margin target level of 8.5% to 9%, and in 2013 the sales fell 3 percent to 14.5 billion
euros, the 2015 target is too ambitious. 
Adidas March warned that emerging market currencies weaken, especially Russia rupee fall, could affect 2014 results and 2015
targets pose a risk, even though sales may be boosted by the World Cup. 
Meanwhile, rival Nike, Adidas being eroded local market in Europe, and challenge the Adidas football market dominance. Nike's
2015 sales target of 36 billion US dollars, compared to the 2013 fiscal year, $ 25.3 billion has greatly improved. (Chinese shoes
Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
Metal punk Giuseppe Zanotti Hardware Hi-Top new color 2013-12-08 22:53:19 famous footwear brand ; Giuseppe Zanotti recently
released a camouflage design with metal elements Hardware Hi-Top shoes, if you feel that paragraph if the shoes are too assertive,
and today we continue to recommend other, a color of the Hardware Hi-Top. The black version of the Hardware Hi-Top with a black
leather to create their shoes, with ankle straps and gold, understated punk flavor filling. Then carry Giuseppe Zanotti iconic multi
zipper design, like a friend can log KithNYC view.
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adidas to celebrate its high-end branch Consortium 10 anniversary, recently invited to California's famous street brand UNDFTD
expand joint planning. This time the two sides in this year's Superstar flagship brand for the design blueprint, the overall use of
rendering pure white shoes, the classic three bars and heel into the snakeskin texture effects to enhance the overall texture, and both
sides are respectively Brand Logo embossed gold foil and presentation , "shell head" and in the end you use to do the old style
express a retro atmosphere. It is reported that the shoes will be designated shops for sale in the brand January 31, priced at $ 150,
interested friends might concern you.

Shoppes trend amongst few days ago in Dubai and Singapore again SBTG shoes custom groups to cooperate, the election to Nike
Air Max 1 as the blueprint to build a pair of highly Arabian shoes, shoe body use iconic tiger pattern With traditional Arabic Gohtra
lines modified, according to green shoes, with gold Swoosh and red details, everything is so natural original. It is reported that the 10
pairs of shoes just to build, and the price of $ 600 per pair, it seems that it is a public "trench" a foregone conclusion and friends.
New Balance M574 Sonic Weld series debut 2013-12-08 23:44:15
Recently, New Balance's 996 and 580 models of high visibility, as New Balance's another evergreen model, seems to have some
time did not hear the 574 news. This time, however, New Balance will bring a brand-new for us ; M574 Sonic Weld series. Series
uses red, black, gray three-color tones, combined with quality suede and mesh fabric to create the body of the shoe, and then
injected into different color at the heel in order to achieve the effect of embellishment. It is reported that the series will soon be
available in the future. 
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Nike Air Force 1 Low "Huarache" color release 2014-12-20 19:44:15
; kneading's always been good at all kinds of science and technology as well as various combinations of the classic elements of
Nike, recently re-released our new shoes, overwhelmed designer's classic Nike Air Huarache iconic element blessing to Nike Air
Force 1 ; on the Low, the shoes have been done in 2009 when the first sale, the Nike once again bring it back to our vision of them, I
do not know in such a competitive market in retro sneakers, the ability to recover once again share honor. 
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